Abstract-This paper proposes a method for learning the kicking motion of an inverted-pendulum mobile robot from the observation of a human player's demonstration. An invertedpendulum mobile robot with upper and lower body links observes the human demonstration with a motion capture system and estimates the posture of each human links. The robot maps the links to its own two links and estimates link posture trajectories during the kicking motion. The robot starts learning kicking based on the trajectory parameters for imitation. Through this process, our robot can learn dynamic kicking shown by a human. The mapping gives an important role for successive imitation. A reasonable and feasible procedure of learning from observation for an inverted-pendulum robot is proposed. Learning performance from observation is investigated with a preliminary experiment.
I. INTRODUCTION
Robotic imitation learning has been studied so far to accelerate useful purposive behavior acquisition in human symbiotic environments [1] , [2] . Simple monolithic machine learning methods tend to need enormous learning time because of huge exploration spaces for purposive behavior acquisition. It is desirable to acquire various unfamiliar behaviors with some instructions from others, for example, surrounding robots and/or humans in real environment. Therefore, behavior learning through observation has been more important.
A robot imitator does not, however, usually share the same embodiment, for example, link configurations, constraints, and dynamics with a demonstrator. The imitator must solve the problem of appropriate body mapping between the demonstrator and itself -the correspondence problem [3] . We call the corresponding problem the "body mapping problem" in this paper for consistency. To avoid this problem, some conventional approaches focus on target control imitation, not on body movement imitation. Bentivegna et al. [4] , for example, show the imitation of playing air hockey and marble maze. Their robot imitates the motion of a paddle for the air hockey and knobs on the board for the marble maze. Another approach to the body mapping problem is to use a robot that has embodiment similar to the demonstrator. Humanoid robots are popular for imitating human demonstration [5] , [6] . They use motion capture systems to capture body postures and map them to the body postures of a humanoid robot. They have few body mapping problems and it is actually easy to map body links to those of humanoid robots because the demonstrator and the imitator share similar embodiments.
Many kinds of humanoid robots have been developed, however, they tend to be too expensive to introduce them into human daily life environment because of many actuators for legs. On the other hand, two-wheeled mobile inverted pendulum robots have been developed as a realistic solution for the human symbiotic environment so far [7] [8] . The inverted pendulum mobile robot has many advantages over statically stable wheeled robots and other biped robots. It requires less space to stand and stay upright than ordinary wheeled mobile robots and a smaller number of actuators than conventional biped robots.
Takahashi et al. [9] introduced a feasible imitation learning method for a two-wheeled inverted pendulum robot to learn kicking a ball far away utilizing its own body dynamics while it keeps standing. A human demonstrates ball kicking and a two-link inverted-pendulum mobile robot imitates the motion. The robot watches the motion with a video camera. The human in the captured image is extracted and the extracted region is mapped to two links of the robot with a simple body mapping parameter. The body mapping parameter defines a rate of upper body region over the whole body region. They give one simple solution for the body mapping problem as the parameter is updated so that the performance of the acquired motion after the imitation learning based on the body mapping parameter becomes better.
However, the proposed method assumes that the camera watches the human demonstration from the side so that it recognizes the motion correctly. Furthermore, they use simple background subtraction and frame difference methods to extract human region on the image with a simple camera. Recently, more powerful and inexpensive motion capture systems are available, for example, Kinect from Microsoft Corporation. In this paper, we investigate imitation learning performance from observation with Kinect sensor for inverted-pendulum wheeled robot. A robot observes a human demonstration with a motion capture system and acquires posture sequence of body links of the human. The robot has to map human links to its own upper and lower body links based on clustering methods to imitate the motion. The robot starts motion learning from the imitated motion, then, the learning performance is evaluated and investigated. The preliminary experimental result indicates that rough clustering leads better performance motion at early learning stage however the motion learning converges worse performance and that fine clustering let the robot show worse performance at early learning stage but the final evaluation of learned motion is better than the former. Fig.1 shows the flow of imitation learning. First, a twolink inverted-pendulum mobile robot acts as an imitator and observes human demonstrations with a motion capture system, Kinect sensor. Link postures of human during the demonstration are recorded and the links are mapped to two links of the robot with a nearest neighbor hierarchical clustering method. A sequence of clustered link postures during motion is estimated for imitation learning. The robot starts learning motion from the estimated link posture sequence as initial motion parameters. After learning, the performance of the learned motion is investigated and the clustering is evaluated. This procedure is repeated until the robot finds a good optimum body mapping from the human to the robot for the demonstrated motion. Details of the each step are described below.
II. IMITATION LEARNING

A. Observation and Body Mapping
A human demonstrates kicking motion for the robot. He shows the motion slowly in this experiment. Fig.2 shows a sequence of observed human kicking. Each scene is captured with 30 fps by a Kinect sensor. Fig.3 shows a sequence of head-neck neck-torso torso-hip hip-knee-l knee-foot-l hip-knee-r knee-foot-r shoulder-elbow-l elbow-hand-l shoulder-elbow-r elbow-hand-r The device detects 11 links of the human including links between head and neck, neck and torso, torso and hip, hip and knee, knee and foot, and so on. On the other hand, the inverted-pendulum robot has only two links, upper body and lower body, as shown in Fig.5 . The robot has to maps some of the 11 links to its two links. The 11 links are classified into three types, upper body, lower body, and none of them based on dissimilarity of the trajectories. The dissimilarity of the trajectories between link i and link j e ij is defined as follows:
while t, T , and θ i (t) are time step, length of time for the demonstrated kicking, and angle of link i, respectively. The dissimilarity e ij becomes small if the two links i and j shows similar trajectory otherwise large. Table I shows the dissimilarity matrix. The links are mapped to two links of the inverted-pendulum mobile robot with a nearest neighbor hierarchical clustering method. The links are clustered into one if the dissimilarity e ii is less than threshold T e . The clusters are classified into the three types, upper, lower body, or none of them. Fig.6 shows examples of the classification. Red and green links indicate upper and body links for the robot, respectively. Using the threshold T e = 0.010 that merges less links, only three links (Head-Neck, Neck-Torso, and Toro-Hip) are merged and the others are left to be individuals. Fig.6 (a) shows an example that uses the three links as the upper body and the link (Right Knee-Foot) as the lower body. Using the threshold T e = 0.035 that merges more links, the links are classified into three. Fig.6 (f) shows an example that uses the links of the right leg as the lower body and the others excluding one link (Left ElbowHand) as the upper body of the imitator, the two-link inverted pendulum wheeled robot. Actually, the combination number of possible choice of upper and lower bodies from the clustered links becomes large if the threshold is small. In order to reduce exploration space, we assume that lower body should include the right foot because it actually bumps against the ball and upper body should include the head. Fig.7 shows example sequences of lower and upper body posture estimation after link mapping from human to robot based on clustering threshold T e . The robot initialize kicking motion parameters based on one of the sequences.
B. Inverted Pendulum Wheeled Robot and Kicking Motion Learning
Configuration of the robot and learning of kicking motion are the same as previous work [9] . We briefly review them, here. Fig. 5 shows a model of our inverted pendulum wheeled robot, which is 20cm long, 30.5cm wide, and 70cm tall. It weighs 8kg including upper and lower body links, wheels, batteries, motors, gears, encoders, accelero-gyrometer, and controller. The wheel radius is 8.5 cm and its weight is 500g each. The soccer ball kicked by the robot is 22cm in diameter and weighs 450g. To perform comprehensive experiments for the robot to learn kicking, we developed a computer simulation of the robot and ball using the Open Dynamics Engine (ODE) library.
Kicking motion is designed with two control layers -a lowlevel posture controller and a posture generator. The posture controller follows conventional torque control theory. Torque for the wheels u 1 is calculated as follows: velocity, wheel angular velocity, and accumulated error of wheel angular velocity. For simplicity, torque for a joint between the upper and lower body links u 2 is designed as follows:
where θ 2 ,θ 2 , and θ We designed kicking in combination with two primitive motions (Fig.8) . Each primitive motion defines the desired angles of upper and lower body links θ
, and k u 3 , and time t. The posture generator sends control parameters to the posture controller within the time defined by primitive motion, one by one. The first primitive motion tries to lean forward to kick the ball and the second tries to let the robot kick the ball. Before and after the kicking, the robot controls itself autonomously to keep upright.
Each primitive motion is defined by the desired angles of
, and k u 3 , and time t. Learning parameters are those primitive motion parameters each, therefore, 22 parameters in all. Evaluation criterion of kicking is follows the previous work [9] and takes into consideration the following points:
• Traveling distance of the robot body should be less.
• Velocity of the kicked ball should be high.
• The robot should avoid falling by kicking the ball. The actual evaluation is defined as follows:
where l b , v b are the travel distance of the robot during kicking and kicked ball velocity. w 1 , w 2 , w f are weights and a penalty for falling and set as 2.0, 1.0, and 10.0 respectively in the following experiments. A simple policy gradient method introduced by Kohl and Stone [10] enables the posture generator to learn kicking, i.e., improve control parameters of each primitive motion by trial and error. First, it has an initial control parameter and prepares a set of similar parameters by adding small disturbances. It evaluates control parameters one by one and estimates the gradient of control parameter evaluation. It updates control parameters according to the estimated gradient of the evaluation. The learning system repeats this procedure and updates motion parameters to reach the local maximum of evaluation. If you are interested in details, please refer to papers [10] , [9] .
C. Initial Learning Parameters from Observation
Initialization of kicking motion parameters follows the previous work [9] . Primitive motion parameters are initially set from observed postures in Fig.7 . Human kicking does not consist of the two primitive motions as described in previous section. A learning robot must extract useful parameter values from observation of human kicking. Concretely, observed human motion is divided into two primitive motions for generating learning initial parameter values. The sequence of an observed trajectory is divided at points where lower body posture acceleration is highest. Desired posture angles θ shows average motion evaluations during the learning with initial motion parameters from observation based on different classification threshold T e . This figure indicates that rough link classification and mapping based on higher thresholds, for example, T e = 0.025, 0.030, 0.035, shows better evaluation at early learning stage while they lead to converge the learning to worse evaluation. On the other hand, finer link classification and mapping based on lower thresholds, T e = 0.015, 0.025, shows worse evaluation at early learning stage while the learning converges with best motion evaluation. The finest link classification and mapping based on lowest threshold, T e = 0.010, shows better evaluation at early learning stage and the learning converges to better motion evaluation, however, evaluation shows unstable during the learning because the robot often falls down during the kicking. The falling during the learning is unavoidable because it becomes unstable to kick the ball more strongly. The evaluation function, Eq.(4), includes a penalty for falling however the penalty makes the evaluation function discontinuous that gives unstable effect to the policy gradient method. Definition of appropriate penalty that endorses continuous evaluation is future work.
IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper has investigated imitation learning performance from observation with Kinect sensor for inverted-pendulum wheeled robot. A robot observed a human demonstration with a motion capture system and acquired posture sequence of body links of the human. The detected human links were mapped to robot's upper and lower body links based on clustering methods to imitate the motion. The robot started motion learning from the imitated motion, then, the learning performance was investigated. The preliminary experimental result indicates that rough clustering leads better performance motion at early learning stage however the motion learning converges worse performance and that fine clustering let the robot show worse performance at early learning stage but the final evaluation of learned motion is better than the former.
In order to reduce exploration space, we assume that lower body should include the right foot because it actually bumps against the ball and upper body should include the head because the combination number of possible choice of upper and lower bodies from the clustered links becomes large. Automatic choice of upper and lower body is future work. Furthermore, automatic update of classification threshold T e that determines clustering resolution is future work, too.
